INTRODUCTION
Dissipative silencers exhibit a desirable broadband noise attenuation at mid to high frequencies. The extent of their use, for example, in the exhaust systems of internal combustion engines (ICE) may depend on how the attenuation at low frequencies, typical of low-speed and low-order airborne noise, can be enhanced by reactive elements, such as Helmholtz or quarter wave resonators. The combination of dissipative and reactive elements defines the hybrid silencer, which can be an effective attenuator over a wide range of frequencies. The design of such silencers requires the understanding of acoustic characteristics of individual dissipative and reactive elements as well as the interactions among them.
The idea of implementing absorbing material in silencers dates back to 1930s. An early example is a three-pass muffler by Peik (1935) with the main chamber packed with absorbing material. A recent example is a pair of hybrid silencer designs suggested by Sterrett et al. (1998) , which involve a single dissipative chamber and multiple reactive chambers envisioned as Helmholtz resonators. Yet, no analytical or experimental guidance has been provided to determine the acoustic characteristics of particularly hybrid configurations. Recently, Selamet et al. (2003) predicted transmission loss of a hybrid silencer consisting of two dissipative chambers and a reactive resonator using BEM. They demonstrated computationally the effectiveness of hybrid silencers over a wide frequency range, while not detailing the interaction among the elements or providing validation. The authors also investigated experimentally, analytically and numerically the acoustic behavior of a single pass perforated dissipative chamber as part of a hybrid silencer extending their earlier work on a dissipative chamber alone (Selamet et al., 2001) . They (1) used complex wave number and characteristic impedance to account for the wave propagation through absorbing material; and (2) modified the perforation impedance provided by Sullivan (1978) to consider the effect of absorbing material. Numerous other pertinent and useful studies on the dissipative silencers including acoustic properties of filling materials have been included among the references (Selamet et al., 2001 (Selamet et al., , 2003 , which will not be repeated here.
Given its low-frequency attenuation characteristics, a Helmholtz resonator may be a desirable reactive element to use in a hybrid silencer. For simple geometries, a lumped model can be applied to estimate the resonance frequency, when geometric lengths are small compared to the wavelength of interest. However, a Helmholtz resonator in a hybrid silencer may have a relatively long neck to lower the resonance frequency, which may require spatial resolution, and a complex geometry as a result of the combination with dissipative chambers, which may require multi-dimensional analysis. The literature on reactive Helmholtz resonators alone is extensive, and will not be elaborated here:
Refer, for example, to Tang and Sirignano (1973) , Chanaud (1994) , Selamet and his coworkers (1996 Selamet and his coworkers ( , 1997 Selamet and his coworkers ( , 2000 . Since hybrid silencers involve a combination of dissipative and reactive components, it is also important to understand the effect of interactions among these elements. Such interactions, for example, among empty expansion chambers are discussed by Davis et al. (1954) . They examined experimentally and analytically the effect of connecting tube length between two expansion chambers and showed that the longer connecting tube, in general, increases the transmission loss at higher frequencies but reduces the magnitude and frequency span of the first dome. The study of Davis et al. (1954) is also summarized by Beranek (1988) .
The objective of this work is to further investigate the acoustic characteristics of hybrid silencers, with particular emphasis on the low-frequency behavior. Transmission loss of a hybrid prototype that consists of two identical dissipative chambers and a reactive resonator is measured and compared with predictions by BEM. The results indicate that the longer distance between the dissipative chambers and resonator may deteriorate the transmission loss near the resonance frequency of this design. Thus, two alternative hybrid configurations with short connecting tubes are also considered and investigated by BEM. The effects of mean flow and finite amplitudes are neglected in this study.
Following the Introduction, section 2 describes the theoretical approach. Section 3 presents both the experimental results and predictions for the first hybrid silencer and the predictions only for the two alternative configurations. Section 4 concludes the study with final remarks. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the first three-chamber hybrid silencer considered in this study. The dissipative chambers consist of an inner duct acoustically communicating with the filled outer chambers through perforations. The reactive resonator can be modeled as a Helmholtz resonator with a neck and cavity volume. Lumped model for the Helmholtz resonator and the BEM for both the resonator and dissipative elements are discussed next. 
THEORY

LUMPED MODEL FOR A HELMHOLTZ RESONATOR
In terms of a lumped approach, the resonance frequency of a Helmholtz resonator can be estimated by
V , where A is the neck crosssectional area, c the speed of sound, the neck length, V the volume of the cavity. The lumped model, however, is applicable when the dimensions of a resonator are smaller compared to the wavelength at frequencies of interest. For a resonator with long neck, large cavity volume, or complex geometry, distributed or multi-dimensional analyses may be needed for accurate predictions. The lumped approach is used here to obtain a crude estimate of reactive silencer dimensions, which is then refined by the BEM that follows.
BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
Boundary element method is used in the present study due to the complex geometry of hybrid silencers. Hybrid or multi-chamber silencers can first be divided into individual domains, and then the impedance matrix for each domain is obtained by numerical integration and Green's theorem. Applying the appropriate boundary conditions, these individual matrices are combined into a resultant overall impedance matrix, which yield the transmission loss of the silencer.
The wave propagation is governed by the Helmholtz equation in each domain:
where k = k and wave numbers for air and absorbing material, respectively. Applying Green's theorem to Helmholtz equation results in a boundary integral equation. Discretizing the boundary surfaces into a number of elements and then applying numerical integration gives impedance matrix of each acoustic domain 
Assuming the same cross-sectional area for the inlet and outlet, the transmission loss can then be calculated from the transfer matrix as follows:
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF ABSORBING MATERIAL AND PERFORATION IMPEDANCE
The acoustic properties of absorbing material and perforation impedance given by Selamet et al. (2001) are used for BEM predictions in this study and summarized as follows. The complex characteristic impedance, , Z and wave number, of absorbing material are measured using two cavity method and fitted by Nice (1999) :
( ) ( )
where is the wave number in air, k f the frequency, and R the flow resistivity. Flow resistivity for the material density, 100 g/L, used in this study is measured as 4896 Rayls/m.
The perforation impedance facing absorbing material is given by (Kirby and Cummings, 1998) 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Recall the first hybrid silencer considered in the study as shown in Fig. 1 , hereafter referred to as configuration A. This silencer consists of two identical dissipative chambers (A1 and A3) and a reactive resonator (A2) in between. The perforation hole diameter is 0.249 cm, duct porosity is 25%, and both dissipative chambers are filled with absorbing material at a density of 100 g/L. Transmission loss is measured on an impedance tube setup with the two-microphone technique employing either wide-band white noise or a single-frequency sine wave generated by a loudspeaker. For silencers with high transmission losses, a single-frequency sine wave is used selectively to create sufficient power transmitted to the downstream of the silencer. Figure 2 shows the comparison of transmission loss between experimental results and BEM predictions for the hybrid silencer A with filled chambers A1 and A3, as well as with empty chambers. The silencer with filled chambers A1 and A3 has, in general, higher transmission loss than that with empty ones above 500 Hz due to the dissipation effect of the absorbing material. The predictions by BEM show a good agreement with experimental results except at and above 2 kHz. This discrepancy for both silencers with filled and empty chambers A1 and A3 may be due to the limitation of the perforation impedance given by Eq. (11), which was originally developed for duct porosities considerably lower than 25%. The frequency steps are 8 and 32 Hz for experiments and BEM predictions, respectively. In a 6-cylinder engine, for example, the fundamental frequency (3rd order) at 2000 rpm is 100 Hz. Thus, the acoustic performance of a silencer near such frequencies is important for the suppression of airborne noise. The transmission loss from Fig. 2 at low frequencies is thus expanded and shown in Fig. 3 . The frequency steps are now 0.5 and 8 Hz for experiments and BEM predictions, respectively. Filling the chambers A1 and A3 increases the magnitude of transmission loss on both sides of the resonance frequency, but does not change the resonance frequency itself which is dictated by the reactive chamber A2. The results exhibit an antiresonance behavior for both silencers with filled and empty chambers A1 and A3. To identify the interaction between the acoustic elements, transmission loss of the chamber A2 alone is measured and compared in Fig. 4 with empty configuration A (A1, A2, A3). The addition of the chambers A1 and A3 to the resonator A2 decreases the transmission loss considerably at 70-100 Hz and slightly around 130 Hz. Earlier, it was recognized by Davis et al. (1954) that the connection tube length between expansion chambers could change the transmission loss behavior. Thus, the long connection tube between the chambers A1 and A2 (or A2 and A3) is a likely source of the foregoing decrease. In order to investigate the effect of such lengths between acoustic elements of the hybrid silencer, a simplified one-dimensional model of configuration A is considered as shown in Fig. 5 . The predicted transmission losses for various connection lengths (L 2 and L 4 ) are depicted in Fig. 6 . In the simplified model, the perforated inner ducts and fiber material are ignored while maintaining the other dimensions of the chambers. Figure 6 demonstrates the significant effects of the connecting tube length on the overall acoustic behavior of the hybrid silencer. The one-dimensional model with and cm provides a qualitative representation of the empty silencer A. Although the resonance frequency due to the Helmholtz resonator is now shifted mainly because of the neglect of multi-dimensional effects, this one-dimensional representation captures the trends in Fig. 4 . In view of the fact that the absorbing material is effective at relatively higher frequencies, the zero distance ( ) between the chambers may be beneficial because of the high transmission loss at lower frequencies. Therefore, an alternative design (configuration B) is considered, as depicted in Fig. 7 , with a short distance between two identical dissipative chambers (B1 and B3) coupled to a reactive resonator (B2). The disk-type neck is extended into the cavity volume (B2) to lower the resonance frequency. Figure 8 shows the BEM predictions, at low frequencies, for the silencer B with filled (100 g/L), as well as empty chambers (B1 and B3). The silencer B with empty chambers (B1 and B3) does no longer have an anti-resonance lower than the resonance frequency, but shows pass-band characteristics for about 140-180 Hz. Filling the chambers B1 and B3 with absorbing material substantially increases the transmission loss in the latter range, while slightly decreasing it in the former. The silencer B with filled chambers (B1 and B3) shows different acoustic characteristics near the resonance frequency from silencer A as a result of the short connecting tube length between the resonator (B2) and the chambers (B1 and B3), thereby illustrating the importance of the distance between acoustic elements in designing hybrid silencers with multiple chambers. For some applications of hybrid silencers, the lower but broader band resonance behavior may be preferable, which can be achieved by a large cavity volume and a long resonator neck with considerable cross-sectional area. Furthermore, the resonance frequency in silencer B has forced a small gap (1.1 cm) of the disk-type neck, which would be difficult to manufacture. Thus, a third hybrid silencer composed of a dissipative chamber and a reactive resonator is considered as illustrated in Fig. 9 (configuration C). The neck of the resonator is located between the dissipative and the outer chambers resulting in a long toroidal connector. This configuration has a short distance between the dissipative chamber and the resonator to prevent the anti-resonance behavior observed in configuration A. The BEM prediction of this hybrid silencer and comparison with the silencer B are presented in Fig. 10 . Compared to the silencer B, the silencer C shows broader band transmission loss at lower frequencies.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The present study has considered three different concepts for the hybrid silencers and investigated their acoustic attenuation characteristics. The first silencer that combines two dissipative chambers and a reactive resonator is studied both experimentally and computationally. The BEM predictions and the experimental results show that connecting tube length between acoustic elements affects the transmission loss near the resonance frequency of this design. Two alternative hybrid silencers have then been introduced with a short distance between the elements. The BEM predictions show that the short distance between the elements increases the transmission loss below the resonance frequencies, while dissipative material enhances it at relatively high frequencies. Thus, the present study demonstrates: (1) the effectiveness of hybrid silencers over a wide frequency range, and (2) the importance of understanding each acoustic element, as well as the interaction among them in designing silencers.
